Edison's Supreme Achievement

Demonstration, Free Trial and Sale of Mr. Edison's New $250 Laboratory Model

New Confidential Terms

Distribution and free trial of Edison Machines now in progress. Our 1916 Challenge Combination Offer—A superior line of Edison machines, complete with records and accessories, all for only $119.50 at Ellers Music House.

It is appropriate that upon Mr. Edison's sixty-sixth birthday the great house of Edison has made arrangements for nearly a carload of the wonderful 250 laboratory models alone, the type that Mr. Edison himself has designated as his official laboratory model.

Special introductory terms of payment. A two weeks' demonstration and sale. No home need now be without a real home-saving Edison musical instrument. The Edison has no tune of its own, it creates music just as it receives the same music. All the attributes of tone and of the artist are reproduced.

Mr. Edison invented the mechanical phonograph nearly thirty years ago. Many people in America and abroad copied it or took up the ideas he later discarded altogether. In one form or another many "talking machines" (many in very handsome cases) have come down to us from a generation back. And they are a generation old.

Mr. Edison never was satisfied with his mechanical phonographs. One day he said, "I'll give the world real music." He set out to do it. He worked through chemistry, instead of mechanics, because mechanics had not given him what he wanted. The result: The New Edison Diamond Phonograph.

Music re-creation. You must have it to understand just what this means. It cannot be explained in writing, its just musical—just as music is.

Surely it is a miracle that he has discarded the mechanical "talking machines" for the Edison Diamond-Phonograph with its finely rounded diamond (to nodules to change) and its unbreakable records; that he has produced a musical instrument to be placed in homes where the choicest music is appreciated.

These instruments, during this two weeks' demonstration and sale, will be sent to any home on free trial.

Other models will also be sold, the $200 type, the $110 type, and a new $100 type.

For those who wish to secure the advantage of all of Mr. Edison's achievements at the lowest expenditure in price, we have arranged OUR 1916 CHALLENGE COMBINATION OFFER, containing the new model Edison machine, and equipment at a down payment of half of the very choicest records, all carried on nine of the new indestructible discs, together with all accessories, and all for the LOW PRICE of $119.50, payable $5.95 CASH AND $5.95 A MONTH.

SPECIAL OFFER: Free use! This combination may be used for six months and then returned at full rate paid toward purchase of one of the magnificent Laboratory Models.

Special Demonstration and Sale Now in Progress on Second Floor

Oregon's First and Foremost: The Nation's Largest

BRITONS THANK OREGON

AID TO RED CROSS HOSPITAL IN SCOTLAND ACCLAIMED.

EX-QUEEN "LIL" IS SANE

IN HOPE, AT LEAST, FOR BIRTHDAY RECONCILIATION, 50TH BIRTHDAY COMMEMORATED

COUNCIL TO PASS ON BIG

LONE POLICEMAN QUITS

FINDS Police TOOK OVER ON DUTY MPACE

TONG WAR CALLS BIG CHINESE FIGHT IN 1888

OLD Films of Oregonian Tell Story of Battle Old and Alice Streets, With 40 or 40 Participants and Four Deaths Among.

"TIZ" FOR FEET

For Tired Feet, Sore Feet, Tender, Achings, Swollen, Calloused Feet and Painful Corns